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Thank you for the kind introduction.  Let me say first that I fear I may give the 

impression that I already know the right answers to the questions I pose.   Really I don’t.         

I want to be understood as proposing theses for discussion.    

 

Let me first state my main thesis.  It is that society as a whole and the university as a 

leading part of society need to revive some of the norms of African society prior to 

European contact.   One could say the same about traditional norms in other parts of the 

world.  I mention Africa because we are here.   My co-authors and I advocate 

transformation of modernity by enlargement.  That means bringing in more of 

modernity’s other, pre-modernity and non-modernity, but it does not mean casting out the 

achievements of modernity.  This central point runs through the suggestions I will be 

making regarding the place of the university in the global economy, its curriculum, 

capitalism, ecology,   the university of the future, modernity, and a plural economy. 

    

 I am a pessimist.    I believe that humanity is on a collision course with ecological reality 

and with social reality.   Human life on this planet is not now sustainable.
1
 

 

     

I believe that today there is nearly a consensus worldwide among thinking people that 

human life is not now sustainable.   While I am not alone in thinking that modernity 

needs to learn from older traditions to make itself sustainable I believe we transformers 

by enlargement are a minority.  I believe that whenever the facts are faced in the cold 

light of reason we will be seen to be a wise minority whose wisdom the majority ought to 

follow before it is too late. 

    

 It follows from my atavistic pessimism that humanity as a whole needs to change its 

practices.  To change its practices it needs to change its thinking.    There are necessary 

learning processes which have to take place throughout the planet.  I call them necessary 

                                                 
1 1 I am a pessimist because I believe with Novek and Kampen that “...the relationship between economic 

expansion and environmental protection remains fundamentally contradictory.”  Joel Novek and Karen 

Kampen. “Sustainable or Unsustainable Development: an Analysis of an Environmental Controversy.” 

Canadian Journal of Sociology.  Vol. 17 (1992).  Pp. 249-273. p. 250.   This argument is further elaborated 

by many authors including Michael Redclift, Sustainable Development: Exploring the Contradictions.  

London:  Methuen, 1987.  Further I believe, as I will discuss below, that economic expansion is an 

imperative of the dominant capitalist system, and that consequently until that system is radically reformed 

economic expansion will often trump environmental protection.  See Fred Magdoff and John Bellamy 

Foster, What Every Environmentalist Should Know about Capitalism.   New York:  Monthly Review Press, 

2011. 
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conversations, I hope that what I will say in the next hour will motivate you, if you are 

not already motivated, to be a speaker and a listener in necessary conversations. 

 

When I say necessary I really mean necessary.  I do not mean that revising the basic 

principles of modern civilization is desirable; I mean it is necessary.  I have friends who 

cringe at the very idea of anything pre-modern.   When they think of pre-modernity they 

think of patriarchy; they think of dying young from small pox,   they think of mud houses 

surrounded by mounds of faeces soaked in urine; they think of mindless superstition and 

ritual sacrifice of human victims.  And I have friends who adore everything modern.  

When they think of modernity they think of legalizing marijuana, of gay rights, of a 

woman’s right to choose, of windsurfing and flying in a jet to the South Seas on a Club 

Med vacation, they think of clean bathrooms that smell of antiseptic cleansers and of 

flowered perfumes, of rational social science with full-body massages and life long 

learning for all.  I am not arguing with my friends.   They may hate everything pre-

modern and love everything modern if they want to.  But I am saying that modernity is 

unsustainable.   However desirable it might be, it cannot possibly last as it is.   It can 

survive only by alloying itself with ancient institutions rooted in ancient depths of human 

nature.  

 

It is hard to know where to begin.   It would be easy to begin by summarizing our book,   

Rethinking Thinking, Modernity’s Other and the Transformation of the University. 
2
        

I resist summarizing our book for two reasons.   The first reason is that I want you to read 

it.   I am afraid that if I summarize it you will think you already know what it says and 

will not read it.   The second reason is that I want to say more.   I want to double my 

winnings by both persuading you to read the book and posing additional theses for 

discussion. 

 

Before coming I sent your dean an e mail suggesting some ideas I might lead with.   He 

suggested that I emphasize implications for the university curriculum and research 

methodology.   I will talk about university curriculum.    I will have time to say only a 

little about research methodology so that topic will have to await another day. 

 

 The world’s leading expert on the subject of my peculiarities, my wife and partner 

Caroline, will tell you that however I begin a conversation I always end up talking about 

Roman Law.    That is what I will do; my topic will be university curriculum, but it will 

lead to Roman Law. 

 

Let me not keep you in suspense.    I will tell you right away why I always end up talking 

about Roman Law.    It is because Roman Law, and especially the Roman jus gentium or 

law of nations is the single most important historical root of the legal framework of the 

modern world-system.   It is the root of the basic structure of the global economy.  It is 

where that part of the law known as private law comes from. 
3
     Globalisation can be 

                                                 
2 Catherine Hoppers and Howard Richards, Rethinking Thinking: Modernity’s Other and the 

Transformation of the University.   Pretoria:  University of South Africa, 2011. 
3 These synthetic assertions about  private law and its Roman roots (and similar roots in the related 

common law tradition) are documented in chapters four and five of our book, and also in the works of other 
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defined as the predominance of private institutions organized by private law over public 

institutions organized by public law. 

  

Immanuel Wallerstein coined the phrase “modern world-system.” Wallerstein makes an 

important point when he says that today there is only one global social system, and only 

one mode of production.
4
   Everything from the fantasies of the subconscious mind to the 

physical realities of global warming, has to a large extent been drawn into its vortex.    Its 

dynamics –most importantly the dynamic (or logic) of accumulation of capital—are made 

possible and inevitable by the neo-Roman commercial law created in Europe.
5
 

 

Here I can offer at least one suggestion about research methodology:  we need a 

methodology that can study any limited topic as part of the global economy.  I suggest 

that such a methodology focus on its constitutive rules, its basic norms.   As Caroline said 

would happen, I am back to Roman Law again.  

 

  Edgar Morin has famously said that the university of the future must reorganize itself in 

the light of the information sciences, because we know today that everything from 

biology to linguistics, from chemistry to management, is about information; and because 

today  we have learned from systems theory that besides linear causality there is circular 

causality and recursive causality. 
6
  Not disagreeing but adding, transforming by 

enlargement,  I am here to tell you that we need to study basic norms,  constitutive rules.
7
    

Basic norms are causes of the effects we observe.
8
   Key norms that operate today were 

coded into world legal culture long ago in the Roman Empire whose successor states 

became Europe.   Understanding the system in terms of its constitutive rules is a step 

toward what we need:  a methodology that sees the local in the global and the global in 

the local. 

                                                                                                                                                 
authors including  Karl Renner, The Institutions of Private Law and their Social Functions.  London: 

Routledge and Kegan Paul,  1976 (first German edition 1904);  John R. Commons, The Legal Foundations 

of Capitalism.  New York: Macmillan, 1924.  Commons does not talk about Roman law as such but about 

the general legal conditions that make capitalism possible, which turn out to be the same as the main 

principles of European commercial law derived mainly from Roman sources. 

 
4 “Today there is only one social system, and therefore only one mode of production extant, the capitalist 

world-economy.”  Immanuel Wallerstein, “Civilizations and Modes of Production: Conflicts and 

Convergences.”  Theory and Society.   Vol. 5 (1978) pp. 1-10. p. 7. 
5 The argument that those rules make that dynamic possible and inevitable is made in Hoppers and 

Richards op. cit.  
6 Edgar Morin, Seven Complex Lessons in Education for the Future.  Paris: UNESCO, 2001. 
7 The idea of constitutive rules and the distinction between regulative and constitutive rules can be traced 

back to Kant.   Its recent history has been marked by Charles Taylor’s seminal article, “Interpretation and 

the Sciences of Man,” Review of Metaphysics   Vol 25 (1971)  pp. 3-51, which begins with the question 

whether there is a sense in which interpretation is essential to explanation in the human sciences, and 

answers that question affirmatively.  Another seminal text is John Searle, Speech Acts.  Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1965.  A contribution of our Rethinking Thinking is to specify what the 

constitutive rules of the modern world-system are, namely the main principles of Roman Law.   In my book 

Understanding the Global Economy.  Santa Barbara: Peace Education Books, 2005, I show that those rules 

are essential to explanations in economics. 
8 That rules are causes is argued systematically by Rom Harre in several works including Rom Harre and 

Paul Secord, The Explanation of Social Behaviour.  Totowa NJ:  Rowman and Littlefield, 1973. 
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This brings me back to where I said I would begin, for the university curriculum has also 

been drawn into the all-swallowing whirlpool of the global economy, constituted as it is 

by the basic principles of property and commerce rooted historically in the Roman 

Empire. 

 

I will propose for discussion two theses about how the university fits into the global 

economy; one about how the European university came to Africa, and a second about the 

university today. 

 

    If we think of the idea of a university as beginning with the founding of Plato’s 

academy,  as I propose we should,  then the institution called university that the 

Europeans brought to Africa already had seeds of pre-modern African wisdom in the 

cultural coding of its own history.    Plato studied in Egypt and drew his foundational 

ideas from African sources.  Enlarging the university curriculum by including its pre-

modern African other might be called going back to the origins of the academy as a 

human institution.    But right now I am not going back that far in history.   I am only 

going back to the founding of the University of South Africa in 1873, of the University of 

Cape Town in 1829, and generally to the colonialism of the 19th and early 20th centuries.   

 

My first thesis about the university is that European-style education at the university 

level, as well as at the primary and secondary levels, came to Africa as part and parcel of 

a project of modernization, which in turn was part of the global expansion of the 

European world-system, and which was inseparable from the imposition of the juridical 

framework of European commerce on Europe. 

 

Now I will try to define modernization, or what amounts to the same thing, define 

modernity.    The sub-title of Rethinking Thinking already says that our book is about 

modernity’s other, about what is not modern.   My co author Professor Catherine Hoppers 

and I are advocating bringing modernity’s other into the university to transform it.   So 

what is modernity? 

 

We follow Max Weber in identifying modernity first of all although on a rather 

superficial level with capitalism and bureaucracy.  Weber also famously identified 

modernization with a certain kind of rationality that he called Zweckrationalität or goal-

oriented rationality. Zweck is a German word for goal or aim or objective.   I do not think 

the idea of Zweck is adequately communicated by its usual translation into English as 

“instrumental rationality.”  The underlying idea is that modern people choose an 

objective and then figure out the most efficient way to achieve the objective.   Pre-

modern people are said to follow customary rituals and norms.   Weber himself says that 

the most epoch-making form of this rationality was capitalism, where the goal is profit 

and rationality consists of pursuing it efficiently. 

 

 Weber also famously argued that a certain type of puritanical protestant first adopted this 

characteristically capitalistic rationality by feeling inwardly compelled to adopt an ascetic 

lifestyle;  the first capitalists  rationally calculated how to accumulate a maximum of 
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wealth by ploughing  profits back into business instead of spending them having fun.   

According to Weber the first capitalists were driven by their faith to accumulate capital 

instead of enjoying worldly pleasures.    But few people believe Weber on this point 

today.  It is far-fetched to say that capitalism began as an offshoot of puritanical religion. 

 

Weber also made another point I find more important and more believable.   It was that 

before capital accumulation could get off the ground there had to be a legal system of the 

Roman type.   Nobody can invest money for the purpose of getting more money back if 

there is no legal system establishing property rights and enforcing contracts.   

 

Let me next apply these Weberian thoughts to the European project of modernizing 

Africa.  I treat the European conquest and colonizing of Africa as a project in two senses.  

First, Wallerstein, Samir Amin, Rosa Luxembourg, and many other authors show how 

Europe was driven by its own capitalist dynamics to project its system onto a global 

level.  Europe was inherently unstable, then as now.   It could only stabilize itself by 

continually incorporating into its system what Luxembourg called “natural economies.” 
9
   

Second the Europeans subjectively believed that they were undertaking the project of 

civilizing the rest of the world.     For the French colonialists their presence in Africa was 

a “mission civilizatrice.”  One need not put words in the mouths of the French, Dutch, or 

English colonial administrators to say that they wanted to civilize their colonies.  The 

first thing they meant by civilizing was to establish a system of justice based on respect 

for property rights and enforcement of contracts.   They said so themselves. 

 

Let us apply this point to property rights in land in South Africa.   The KhoiSan people, 

also known as Bushmen and sometimes as Hottentots inhabited what is now South Africa 

from very ancient times.  Experts differ concerning when the numerous peoples speaking 

Bantu languages arrived, some giving dates as early as 600 others as late as 1400.  It is in 

any event clear that both while the Bantu peoples were displacing the Bushmen and later 

when Bantus were fighting other Bantus,  Zulus against Tshwanes for example,  there 

were any number of wars in which one Bantu or San  people took land from another.  

After 1488 whites from Europe arrived who in addition to the fighting between Dutch 

and English gradually over the next few centuries seized by violence the greater part of 

the land previously held by black people, in notable cases massacring defenceless blacks 

who had no modern weapons. 

 

The point I want to make is that the land-grabbing by violence of the Europeans had 

characteristics that earlier forms of land-grabbing by violence did not have.  It was not 

simply a matter of a different tribal group speaking a different language seizing land by 

force of arms.  This time there was a modernization project that brought Roman Law 

principles to Africa.  The land was measured.   Paper deeds were recorded assigning 

ownership to individuals.  Land became a commodity that could be bought and sold.   

Now it was not the Dutch as a tribe or the English as a tribe who owned the land, but 

individual Dutchmen or Englishmen.  Land could also be owned by legal fictions, by 

partnerships and by artificial persons called corporations.  Starting in 1488 collective 

                                                 
9 Rosa Luxembourg, The Accumulation of Capital.  London: Routledge, 1951.  (First German Edition 

1913) 
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ownership and collective responsibility lost out to individualism –not just as a matter of 

change of attitude, but as a matter of normative principle enforced by law.
10

 

 

If one goes back far enough in the history of Rome  --I am talking about 500 to 800 years 

before Christ – one will find that property rights in land in the most ancient Rome were 

similar to those in Bantu Africa before the Europeans arrived.   Land was held by tribes.  

Tribes were organized by kinship.  Everybody who was born was born into one clan or 

another.   Since land was owned by groups and everyone was in a group everyone had 

access to land. 
11

 

 

As Roman Law began to evolve in Rome itself both land and other forms of property, 

including women, animals, and slaves, came to be defined not as property of a tribe but 

as property of a particular father figure who was also the military leader of a small 

fiefdom he dominated, the  paterfamilias.   The word for property was dominium and it 

meant “that which was conquered.”   In Rome several centuries before Christ there began 

socially constructed realities that did not begin in Africa until 1488.   One of those 

Roman socially constructed realities was the proletariat.   Proletariat in its original Latin 

meaning refers to people who had no land.   Another was the plebeian.   The word 

“plebeian” originally referred to people who belonged to no tribe.  

  

 If today we find it normal to see millions who own no land and belong to no tribe it is 

not because a thousand years ago these things were normal here on the land where Cape 

Town is built.  It is because institutions born in Rome have been implanted here.   They 

have been implanted everywhere. 

 

I suggest for discussion that the university curricula established in Africa were part and 

parcel of a modernization project.   Education was part and parcel of the establishment in 

Africa of European neo-Roman justice.   European justice meant creating the legal 

foundations of a market economy.  I and others have described in some detail how the 

typical academic subjects,  mathematics, physics, economics, history, social science 

generally, literature and languages, functioned as manifestations and justifications of a 

modern worldview.   Africa acquired a professional elite with a modern mentality.    

While the university instilled a modern worldview,   it also provided technical training 

for putting modernity into practice in engineering, accountancy, and other practical 

subjects. 

                                                 
10 See Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa.London: Bougle-L’Ouverture, 1972; Maria 

Mies in Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale extends the argument about the violent 

implantation of European institutions to all continents.  London: Zed Books, 1986.  For a more detailed 

review of anthropological and historical studies of African economic institutions prior to European contact 

see George Dalton, review of An Economic History of West Africa by A.G. Hopkins in African Economic 

History Vol. 1 (1976) pp. 51-101.  I am siding with Polanyi and the “substantivists” in the 

“substantivist/formalist” controversies. 
11 These brief remarks on the history of Roman Law summarize Chapter Four of our Rethinking Thinking 

op. cit. which in turn relies on Ferdinand Tonnies Community and Society   East Lansing: Michigan State 

University Press, 1957 (first published as Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft in 1887), and on Juan Iglesias, 

Derecho Romano. Barcelona: Ariel, 1976.  The latter is a standard text book on Roman Law used in the 

law schools of the Spanish-speaking world. 
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I also propose for discussion that today university education is losing its ideological 

commitment to modern liberal ideals.   The university is becoming a part of a project of 

economic development.     Universities train human resources for the labour market.  

They balance their budgets by selling research to businesses and governments.  The 

university is becoming part of what Francis Fukuyama called the end of history.  

According to Fukuyama’s famous book, history is over.  He defines history as the 

competition of socio-economic systems.
12

   The competition is over.    A single world-

wide socio-economic system that he calls free market democracy dominates the present 

and will dominate the future. 

   

In an end-of-history scenario, the university is no longer needed to create a professional 

elite with a modern mentality. The mentalities of every stratum of society have already 

been modernized.  Individualism has become the common-sense of the masses.   The 

university works within the established order.   It adds value to human resources.     

 

The trend toward making the university a supplier of trained labour power for the 

economy can be seen in facts anybody can ascertain and confirm. 

 

The trend is seen in the reforms subordinating education to economics associated with the 

Bologna process.  If we continue in the direction we are going the great majority of the 

people in tomorrow’s knowledge societies will be trained in universities designed as 

technical training institutes working closely with business and industry.   What the 

technical training institutes will teach will be planned to dovetail with what employers 

will require.   The great traditional universities will continue to exist, but they are being 

transformed into research universities whose function is to produce marketable 

knowledge.   Like any other business they have to sell to balance their books, and like 

any other business they hire marketing experts to sell their products, namely degrees and 

research.    They are increasingly evaluated by their patents, by their publications in 

specialized peer-reviewed journals, and in the last analysis by their contributions to 

global competitiveness.   

 

Further verification for my second thesis can be found by visiting the website of the 

University of South Africa.   If you enter as a prospective student the first question you 

are asked is in effect, “What job do you want to apply for?”  You are then led to 

information about the university course you need to study to qualify for the job you want. 

I fear that in attempting to be clear I am falling into being misleading.   Among the 

thousands of universities in the world there is enormous diversity.  Many do things I  and 

my co-authors recommend, such as incorporating traditional wisdom in the curriculum,  

inventing the green technologies of the future,  training social entrepreneurs,  teaching 

non-profit and cooperative management,  … and so on.   Further, it is not our intention to 

discourage useful research that has practical applications that are profitable.   Our aim is 

to broaden minds, not to narrow them. 

 

                                                 
12 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man.  New York: Free Press, 1992. p. 61. 
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I want to say, and I suspect that you already agree with me and I do not need to persuade 

you, that both the colonial university and today’s university are built on false premises. 

The modernizing university of yesterday tended to embrace a false premise of cultural 

superiority, treating European modernity as the bearer of civilization while others had 

merely culture, as the bearer of knowledge while others had merely beliefs.      Among 

the false premises of today’s higher education I would single out a tendency to believe 

that the economy will generate enough jobs to employ all or most graduates. 

 

But before detailing reasons why universities are now founded on falsity, on illusions, on 

what is not instead of on what is, I want to reclaim the meaning of the word.  I want to 

say that the very meaning of the word “university” as it has developed through the ages 

has included a commitment to unbounded inquiry.   The principle of Plato’s mentor 

Socrates, “The only thing that I know is that I know nothing” is the founding principle of 

the academy.   It is central to the ideals that historically gave birth to the university. 

 

Let me trace that history little bit.    Plato had learned in Egypt that there is authority 

higher than the human mind.   He elaborated that idea in his dialogues.  Plato’s dialogues 

were about logical argument as submission to the logos, submission to reason wherever it 

takes us.   In the Middle Ages the first institutions to bear the name “university” centred 

on scholarly debates in which different opinions confronted each other, were weighed, 

and were evaluated.   The ideological heavy artillery of early modernity deployed by the 

likes of Rene Descartes,  Sir Isaac Newton,  Newton’s disciple John Locke,  Newton’s 

disciple Adam Smith, and Immanuel Kant who declared both Newton’s physics and 

Ulpian’s synthesis of Roman Law to be eternal and universal conditions of any possible 

experience --- whew, this sentence is getting long.   What I want to say is that the “new 

Logick” that took over Oxford, Cambridge, Paris and one by one all the world’s major 

universities in early modern times defeated the scholastics of the Middle Ages by arguing 

that scholasticism was unfaithful to the Socratic tradition of free inquiry.    The true spirit 

of science,  the spirit that (in the words of David Hume) declares that the best guarantee 

that what I say is true is a standing  invitation to all the world to prove it false,  required –

the early moderns argued--  a modern university and not a medieval university.  What the 

early moderns reclaimed was the Socratic heritage.   I recommend reclaiming that 

heritage today.  I recommend insisting today that whatever an institution not open to 

untrammelled inquiry that doubts all premises and questions all alleged facts may be it is 

not a university.  “Science is rooted in the will to truth,” Max Wertheimer wrote. “With 

the will to truth it stands or falls.  Lower the standard even slightly and science becomes 

diseased at the core.” 

 

    At this point in history I need not argue that European disregard for indigenous 

knowledge systems, norms, and values was an ethical and scientific mistake.  Most 

people are already convinced and do not need to be persuaded.   Regarding my first 

thesis, the one about yesterday’s modernizing university,  the question is  how 

universities rooted in the presuppositions of a nineteenth century liberal world order 

could transform themselves to be ethically constructive and scientifically honest today.   

In other words, what could be the rationale of a university that deep in its institutional 

heart wants to carry forward the ideals of the Enlightenment, a university that is not 
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content to be simply a supplier of human resources for the labour market, but which 

realizes that the ideals it would have liked to carry forward, i.e. those of European 

modernity, are no longer intellectually defensible?   

 

  I suggest two answers to the question: the first is ecology. (conceived as a synthesis of 

the findings of the natural sciences); the second is an application of Weber’s 

Gemeinschaft/Gesellschaft distinction. 

 

 Although there are certainly many dubious claims and hotly contested issues in ecology, 

I nevertheless propose it as a normative and scientific framework that provides a rationale 

for a university.   Ecology writes a common story that can unite all members of a human 

family living in a common home, the planet earth.   Ecology defines the conditions that 

socially constructed realities need to satisfy to be sustainable.   By definition ecology 

synthesizes the natural sciences, and in so doing it defines the context of the human 

sciences.  A university with an ecological rationale is no longer simply a servant of the 

market, because the performance of markets can itself be judged according to a standard 

independent of markets –namely physical reality.   

 

 Let me explain now how Weber’s Gemeinschaft/Gesellschaft  distinction also suggests a 

rationale for a future university.  I assume that a future university, unlike yesterday’s 

modernizing university does not set out to destroy some cultures and impose others; it 

sets out tot honour every culture.     

 

   Weber in his methodological writings gave a rather broader definition of Gemeinschaft 

than those associated with his predecessors and colleagues Ferdinand Tönnies, Georg 

Simmel, and Werner Sombart.  For Weber it means community in the elemental sense 

that people have human relationships with each other.  Relationships are human when 

and only when people can rely on reasonable expectations regarding how other people 

will behave.   At every place in the world and at every time in history every clan, tribe, 

group, family, or organization is a Gemeinschaft.   Human behaviour in general is 

Gemeinschafthandlung.   Modern society is a particular kind of Gemeinschaft, namely a 

Gesellschaft; modernity is a Gemeinschaft   characterized by instrumentally rational 

behaviour, capitalism, bureaucracy, and a Roman-type legal framework.   Weber calls 

modernity Gesellschaft not because it is distinct from Gemeinschaft but because by 

definition it is a special kind of Gemeinschaft. 

 

My second suggestion is that the relationship between modern culture and other cultures, 

explained in Weber’s terms or in some similar terms, be made clear in the curriculum.  

Now we know that Europe’s is certainly not the only civilization, and probably not the 

best civilization.  Let the curriculum correct the mistake.   This mistake is no doubt 

already corrected for students of anthropology and archaeology, and for most students of 

sociology and of history.   The point should be made clear to the much larger numbers of 

students who study management, public administration, education, economics, 

accounting, politics, international relations, engineering, the natural sciences, 

mathematics, information technology, law, and the health sciences.   
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   I suggest for your consideration a new founding myth, or metanarrative, for the 

university.  What I mean by “founding myth” can perhaps be garnered from what I would 

suggest were the founding myths of the universities of the past.   My suggestions would 

be that   the medieval university tended to believe St. Thomas’ motto that all truth leads 

to God.  The modern university was famous for believing in rational progress.   I have 

already identified the contemporary tendency to interpret the university as a contributor 

to economic development.  It can be objected that trying to evoke so much with such 

brevity is not likely to be useful, but anyway for what it may be worth here is my 

proposal.  The founding myth I propose for tomorrow’s university is that humanity 

consists of diverse cultural communities, each of which must necessarily cope in some 

way or other with physical reality. 

 

 But proposing a new metanarrative for education is not my main point.  It is my brief  

suggested answer to yesterday’s question how a university that can no longer sustain faith 

in the ideals of the Enlightenment can find a mission it can believe in. 

 

My main point is a series of suggestions for answering today’s question.  How can we 

transform a university that is tending to become an instrument of economic development? 

and tending toward the relative neglect of its other functions?      To propose an answer I 

begin with a general principle of cultural transformation:  Not every cultural 

transformation is possible.   The possible transformations start from a firm grounding in 

the culture that already exists.   

 

Here is a firm grounding in the culture that already exists:  Universities are already 

asking themselves the question, “How can we assure that our graduates will find 

employment?”  The answers they are giving to that question are already diverse.  Some 

universities, Harvard for example, promote an entrepreneurial spirit.  Harvard students 

are told:  Don’t wait for someone to offer you a job; create your own job.  A Harvard 

student who took that advice was Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook.  At the 

famous graduate school of management founded by Peter Drucker in California the 

admissions policy is that forty percent of the students should come from the public and 

non-profit sectors.   At Buckingham University in the UK students learn to be social 

entrepreneurs, learning how to raise money for causes, how to make a living while 

changing the world.  Many other examples could be cited.  These are examples of 

livelihoods with different logics.    They are logics different from the logic of finding 

employment with an employer who makes a profit from selling the product of your 

labour.   Universities are already edging toward the concept of a plural economy, that is 

to say an economy with plural logics, is possible and necessary. 

 

A plural economy is already happening and universities are already part of it.  If I am 

right that today’s universities tend to justify themselves by the economic roles they play, 

then a path to transformation may be to suggest new economic roles:  namely those that 

contribute to building a plural and green economy.    I am trying to avoid talking in the 

air about an abstract theory, and to propose augmenting tendencies that exist, are 

growing, and can grow much more. 
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I will now offer a theoretical rationale for a plural economy.  I will explain why this 

rationale can help the university renew faith in itself as an institution devoted to free 

inquiry in pursuit of what Plato called “the good.”    I will explain why a plural economy 

can get the human species off the path to doomsday it is currently on.   I will explain why 

to build  an economy plural enough to achieve this great goal, which is nothing less than 

saving humanity and the biosphere,  we need to go back to 1488 and reconsider 

modernity itself. 

 

A key theoretical point leading to making a case for a plural economy and for learning 

from pre-modernity turns on an issue that has been hotly debated in the history of 

economics.  Joseph Schumpeter in his exhaustive History of Economic Analysis frames 

the issue in terms of hitch economists vs. hitchless economists.  Adam Smith was a great 

founder of the tradition of hitchless economics.  Smith held that nobody wanted money 

for its own sake; money was desired only for the sake of what it could buy.   Smith held 

that the more people saved the better.   Saving was what made employment possible; 

saving provided the capital for keeping workers alive during the time while the work was 

incomplete and no product could be sold.  Therefore, according to Smith, the more saving 

the more employment.  The number of workers is a function of the number and wealth of 

capitalists who have saved enough to stake workers to grub long enough to make a 

product that can be sold.   Smith was a hitchless economist.  An early hitch economist 

was Thomas Malthus, who held that there could be (and often was) an oversupply of 

capital, an oversupply of labour, and a general glut of goods that were produced but could 

not be sold for lack of customers.   

 

In more recent times John Maynard Keynes has been the great hitch economist.  He held 

that people do indeed seek money if not for its own sake then for a series of reasons that 

make it convenient for them to hold cash instead of spending it.   People and firms have 

what Keynes called a liquidity preference. People in the aggregate do not spend all their 

money, and therefore people with goods to sell do not sell all their goods,   and therefore 

the workers they might hire to make more goods if they could sell them are not hired.  

According to the hitch economists, hitchless economists mistakenly believe it is normal 

for an economy to reach equilibrium with employment for everyone willing to work at 

the equilibrium wage, i.e. at the price of labour fixed by the market.  In reality, as Keynes 

showed, full employment rarely happens, and when it does happen it does not last long. 

 

The hitchless economists fought back against Keynes with a series of theoretical 

arguments and empirical studies purporting to show among other things that full 

employment is indeed normal.  When it fails to happen it is for some special reason like, 

for example, wages being too high, the education system producing skills that are not 

needed instead of skills that are needed, trade unions pricing labour out of the market, 

and ill-advised government intervention in the economy. 

 

As it turned out the hitchless economists won political influence in the decade 1970-1980 

when the age of Keynes came to an end and the age of neoliberalism began.  The reasons 

why Keynesianism went out and neoliberalism came in did not bear directly on the hitch 

vs. hitchless issue.   They had to do with inflation, stagnation, and the political victories 
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of figures like Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher.   As a by-product of mounting 

evidence that Keynsesians were wrong on other issues, and of voters turning to 

conservative candidates,  it transpired that the economists who advised the powerful and 

in many cases were themselves the powerful were the economists who believed that full 

employment was normal. 

 

Consequently universities have not been operating in an atmosphere where conventional 

wisdom finds it imperative to change the basic rules of a society where unemployment is 

massive and endemic.  Universities by and large have been part of the neoliberal 

consensus.  They have tended to think that the problem is to educate people in the skills 

the job market requires. The conventional wisdom has tended to be that if the graduates 

cannot find jobs then they must have studied the wrong curriculum and taken the wrong 

degree; for example there are too many lawyers and not enough IT specialists.  Or maybe 

too many in university and too few in tertiary level technical schools.  The prevailing 

ideas of neoliberal orthodoxy do not encourage the idea that there is a general glut of 

workers and a general dearth of jobs. 

 

To abbreviate many books and countless articles in academic journals, I commend the 

conclusions of Paul Krugman, Nobel Prize laureate in economics for 2008.   In his recent 

book The Return of Depression Economics Krugman analyzes the series of financial 

crises that have broken out in the world economy since 1990.    His conclusion is that the 

empirical evidence now conclusively shows that Keynes was right.    Hitchless theories 

are no longer intellectually defensible.   Consequently educational planning that assumes 

that hitchless theories are true is not defensible. 

 

In another recent book John Bellamy and Fred Magdoff make a similar point in Marxist 

terms.  Marx famously held that “the great barrier to capital is capital itself.”   A series of 

writers in his tradition have in recent decades shown in great detail the chronic stagnation 

of mature economies such as the USA, Japan, and the European Union.   It follows that a 

university whose rationale is its contribution to economic development, where “economic 

development” means becoming more and more like the USA, Japan, and the European 

Union is a university without a defensible rationale. 

 

My co-authors and I go a step farther.  If we take another look at Keynes’ liquidity 

preference, or at Marxist accounts of chronic overproduction manifesting contradictions 

in the system that can only be temporarily patched up but never resolved, or indeed if we 

look at economic argument in general mainstream, rightwing, or leftwing, we will find 

that the analysis depends on the assumption that we are working within the legal 

framework of a market economy. In other words stagnation and chronic unemployment 

inevitably happen in institutions historically derived mainly from Roman Law.   As 

Keynes remarks in his General Theory his pessimistic conclusions follow within the 

institutional framework of a modern economy.  Keynes specifies that in a different 

institutional framework his pessimistic conclusions would not follow. 

 

The institutional framework of modernity, Weber’s Gesellschaft,  is already changing,  

Indeed the reality of modernity was never as clear and simple as Adam Smith’s or Milton 
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Friedman’s or Keynes’ or Marx’s economic theory.   To appreciate the diversity of 

economic reality we have to rely more on anthropologists and historians than on 

economists; I have in mind particularly the “substantivist” anthropologists influenced by 

Karl Polanyi and the Annales historians among whom the most famous is probably 

Fernand Braudel.   The logic of hiring people to do the work needed to produce goods to 

be sold at prices sufficient to cover costs and also allow a profit margin is only one logic.  

It is the logic Smith, Marx, Keynes, and Friedman analyzed.   But in the real world 

people gain their livelihoods through a series of different logics. 

 

Well, let’s look at institutional frameworks different from the constitutive rules of 

modernity.  There is no better place to look than at Africa before European contact. 

 

Numerous anthropological and historical studies show that before European contact the 

dominant logics governing the livelihoods of the people of Africa were not capitalist.  

Before 1488 Africans were much more self-reliant, not in the sense of individuals being 

self-reliant but in the sense of extended families being self-reliant.    In Polanyi’s 

terminology, the prevailing logics governing exchange among clans were mostly logics 

of reciprocity and logics of redistribution.   An example of reciprocity would be the 

arrangement reported by Bronislaw Malinowski whereby coastal clans traditionally 

provided ritual gifts of fish to inland clans, which traditionally provided ritual gifts of 

grains and vegetables to coastal clans.  An example of redistribution would be the ancient 

Egyptian practice of gathering harvested grains into the Pharaoh’s granaries, from where 

they were redistributed to the people during the long months before the next harvest. 

 

I do not have time to make the detailed argument, but I will tell you my conclusion, or 

rather our conclusion, that of me and my co-authors.   The conclusion is that although 

cooperatives, public sector enterprises, microcredit for micro-enterprises, family 

enterprises, and employee-owned enterprises are key parts of a plural economy, they 

alone will not include everybody.  The reason is that they all depend on sales.   As 

Krugman has recently shown in detail, Keynes was right.  There really is a chronic 

weakness of effective demand; theoretically, it is a consequence of the liquidity 

preference; empirically, it is the verdict of history.    To return to the level of inclusion 

that was lost after 1488 as society became less organized by kinship and more organized 

by markets, it is necessary to have livelihoods that do not depend on sales. 

 

I wish I could avoid discussing capitalism; I even wish the very word would go away.   

But even though it is a difficult and controversial concept, and even though one almost 

inevitably loses friends when one talks about it, it is necessary to define it and to think 

about it.   We cannot find a way forward for humanity and the earth without examining 

the rules that govern us and it.   Those rules are to a large extent the rules of capitalism.    

I have already said that we are on a collision course with ecological and social reality, 

and I have already promised to show how the restoration of ancient African norms would 

make it possible to change course and save our species and our planet.    Now I need to 

explain more of what I mean.   I will undertake the dangerous and vital task of defining 

capitalism.   From its very definition will flow the reasons why Karl Marx was correct 

when he said it was both the best thing and the worst thing that ever happened to 
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humanity.    My wager is that if we can succeed in understanding it we can succeed in 

fixing it. .    Later I will say a little bit about how plural economy ideas are being put into 

practice here and now.   I mean particularly the plural economy idea of including the 

formerly excluded by paying them for doing useful work, but not making their 

livelihoods dependent on finding buyers for their products.   The hitch economists, who 

are the only economists who are intellectually respectable today in the light of the 

empirical evidence, know from theory and from history that buyers tend to be scarce. 

 

But even before I begin defining capitalism I need to draw an implication for the 

university curriculum and for research from the very fact that I am about to discuss it.    I 

am beginning a discussion, and certainly only beginning it because nobody can pretend to 

say all that needs to be said on the topic, that already implies that history is not over.    

This has implications for the university.   If history is over, then there is nothing for the 

university to do but to contribute to the socio-economic system that has triumphed and 

will continue to triumph as long as there are human beings on this planet –which will be 

at most a few centuries if my pessimism is correct, for according to my pessimism the 

presently triumphant system makes not just human life but also the biosphere in general 

unsustainable.   

 

If, on the other hand, we are going to discuss the role of capitalism in a plural economy 

we are implying that history is not over.  There is still research to be done evaluating the 

performance of human institutions because we still do not know what set of institutions 

works best at any given time and place.   Much less do we know what the prevailing 

economic orthodoxy seems to claim to know:  what set of institutions works best at all 

times and all places.  There is still a place for educated reflection on social and economic 

systems.  There is still a place for research methodologies that move the parameters 

dustbowl empiricism takes as unmoveable; for example for Vygotskyan educational 

research that moves variables of history and culture that are never seen, much less 

questioned,  in the educational research Kurt Lewin praised as “Galilean.”  When we 

discuss and evaluate capitalism,  rather than simply taking it as a given,  the traditional 

university claiming allegiance to the ideal of free and independent inquiry bearing on the 

big issues Plato called “the premises of the sciences,” “justice,” and “the good” still has a 

role to play in society. 

 

Let me begin by discussing two common kinds of definitions capitalism.   Later I will 

state my own.    To the best of my knowledge the concept and word “capitalism” was 

coined by Karl Marx.  I read him as meaning three things by the term: namely free 

alienability of labour, commodity production for private accumulation of wealth, and 

sufficient accumulation of wealth to enable industrialization.   

 

In contrast, Francis Fukuyama, in a move typical of conservative advocates of capitalism 

identifies it with allocation of resources by competitive pricing.
13

   This sort of definition 

already implies a definition of socialism:  namely, central planning.   It is already 

understood that competitive pricing requires widely dispersed private ownership, while 

                                                 
13 Fukuyama identifies capitalism with allocation of resources by competitive pricing at op cit.  pages 40, 

90, and 94.     
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central planning requires highly concentrated public ownership.    For Fukuyama 

socialism is definitely out of the running from here on out because although central 

planning had some limited feasibility for basic industrialization, it is completely not 

feasible for today’s knowledge society. 

 

As is usual with important essentially contested concepts how you define the concept 

depends on what you want to do with it.  What I want to do with  capitalism is preserve 

its dynamic capacity to create levels of innovation and productivity not known before in 

human history, while leaving behind what I have pessimistically called humanity’s march 

toward social and ecological doomsday.   For my purposes Fukuyama’s definition simply 

muddies the water. 

 

Let me explain why the common identification of capitalism with markets and 

competitive pricing muddies the water.   First, such a concept does not describe reality.   

Most markets have elements of monopoly,  oligopoly,  barriers to entry,  differentiation 

of products by creative marketing,  follow-up sales tied to earlier sales, brand loyalty, and 

so on;  indeed in practice businesses do everything they can to avoid being in fully 

competitive markets, and when in spite of their best efforts they fall into price wars with 

numerous competitors their profit margins tend to fall and they tend to disappear.   

 

While a competitive pricing definition of capitalism does not define reality, it also does 

not define an ideal.    Scholars enamoured of mathematical equilibrium models are likely 

to describe any variation from competitive pricing as an imperfection, and to advocate 

reforming capitalism to make it true to its own ideal by making it more competitive.   But 

this is a false ideal.    First, allocating resources by price competition in markets is not a 

desirable ideal because as Amartya Sen has wisely said, the market is one institution 

among others that serves the cause of human development.   It is not the only one, and 

often it is not the best one.   Secondly, it is not a realizable ideal.   Most businesses that 

succeed are successful because they do not conform to the theoretical ideal of being in 

markets with numerous sellers who compete with each other by cutting costs to the bone 

and  beating the competition by lowering prices to the lowest possible level.    Let’s wake 

up to the real world.    If we are going to have a thriving private sector, private firms must 

have decent profit margins, and they cannot have them by conforming to the theoretical 

ideal of fully competitive markets. 
14

 

 

I suggest that the function of definitions like those given by advocates of capitalism like 

Francis Fukuyama and Ludwig von Mises is to refute socialism.   If you define capitalism 

as markets with competitive pricing, and if you then define socialism as its opposite,  

central planning of an entire economy,  then it is easy to prove that capitalism is better 

than socialism, both on logical grounds and on grounds of historical experience.    Such 

definitions are useful for political polemics, but they are not useful for anything else, 

                                                 
14 “The profitability of [businesses] depends to an important degree on their relative monopolization.  That 

is to say, if a box contains the conditions of perfect competition –multiple small sellers and multiple small 

buyers, with perfect information—then the rate of profit must inevitably be minimal…,”  Immanuel 

Wallerstein, “Introduction,”  Review (Fernand Braudel Center)  Vol  23 (2000) p. 8. 
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since they do not describe reality; they do not prescribe a desirable ideal, and they do not 

prescribe a realizable ideal. 

 

I have already suggested that Marx has a parental right to define capitalism since he was 

the one who coined the word.   Nevertheless his way of using the concept requires 

amendment because it is enmeshed in a general view of history that is not true.   Marx 

somewhat under the influence of Hegel tended to view history as marching through a 

series of logical stages.  I think it is more realistic to say that history mushrooms every 

which way, with no logical pattern except under special circumstances such as, to cite my 

main example, the patterns created by the imposition of Roman Law principles 

throughout the planet.   In particular, Marx thought free labour was part of the definition 

of capitalism, and that capitalism so defined was a prerequisite for industrialization.    

Since Marx died, however, history has shown that industrialization is possible with slave 

labour.   Also, as he did not anticipate, it is possible with public rather than private 

accumulation of capital.    

 

I will go with the second of what I have called three elements of a Marxian definition:  

namely capitalism is commodity production for private accumulation of wealth.  It is 

indeed the definition Marx most emphasizes, for at the beginning of Capital he says his 

book will be about that kind of society whose wealth appears as a vast collection of 

commodities.    In the original German the word translated “commodities” is Waren, that 

is to say wares, products to be sold.  Capitalism, then is investing money to make 

products in order to sell them for profit.  If one ignores the middle of the process, if one 

ignores making the products and selling them, capitalism is investing money to get more 

money; it is the logic of accumulation of capital.   But I do not advise ignoring the 

middle:   As Peter Drucker has emphasized, producing something useful and marketing it 

are the concrete human objectives served by the abstract numbers on the account books.  

Society would have no good reason to tolerate a so-called capitalism that merely turned 

cash into more cash while doing no useful work. 

 

I would like to point out that my definition of capitalism, which is similar to Marx’s and 

to Drucker’s,  is already a giant step toward acknowledging the existence of a plural 

economy, and therefore a giant step toward redefining the university’s role in economic 

development.  Here’s why.   It is because in Africa as in Latin America the majority of 

employment is not provided by capitalism so-defined.   Quite apart from the public 

sector, cooperatives, non-profits and other third sectors, in Africa there is an enormous 

people’s economy, sometimes called the informal economy.   It is composed of workers 

who work, but they do not work for employers who make a profit hiring them.   They do 

not make a profit themselves either.   Their main asset is their labour-power, not capital, 

and their objective is to make a living, not to turn a profit on their investment.   Most of 

the time they make less money than they would make if they worked for wages for a 

prosperous multinational conglomerate or with a good public sector job.   From the point 

of view of creating employment we are already in a plural economy, in which capitalism 

is a sector that provides less than half the jobs. 
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In the light of  this definition, I  believe I can make more precise two theses I have 

already been implying, namely first that capitalism is necessary and should be preserved 

as part of a plural economy, and second that in the absence of a plural economy 

capitalism drives humanity to social and ecological disaster.   I have also been saying that 

a necessary part of the necessary plural economy is the restoration of traditional norms 

that should have been preserved as the complements of modernity, but instead in many 

cases have been unwisely swept away in a forward march that is really a backward march 

toward a so-called development that is really a disaster.    Think of capitalism as 

producing commodities for sale, and doing so for profit.  Then both its necessity and its 

unruly tendency to become ungovernable and to spiral out of control can be clearly seen.   

The wisdom of cooling off with a long cold bath in the best of ancient traditions can also 

be seen. 

 

Capitalism is necessary because change is necessary.  This brief declaration needs 

qualification but let us start with it:  capitalism is necessary because change is necessary.    

Drucker once said that private business for profit is the only human institution devoted to 

change.   All the other institutions are about preserving what already exists.   In some 

ways Drucker was clearly wrong:  a school for example receives students with certain 

knowledge, attitudes, and skills, and if at graduation the students have not changed, if 

they have not learned something, then the school has failed.  Let us consider what 

Drucker had in mind and why in a sense he was right. 

 

One cannot understand anything in Drucker’s writings without considering an older man 

who was a frequent guest at the Drucker home in Vienna when Peter was a child, the 

economist Joseph Schumpeter.   For Schumpeter capitalism is creative destruction.   

Disregarding a large chunk of reality,  the chunk where capitalists succeed in escaping 

the rules of their system by finding ways to insulate their profits from what Fukuyama 

thinks is the essence of their system (i.e. competitive pricing)  capitalists find themselves 

in a constant struggle to keep their profits from falling to zero and becoming losses.   

Their competitors are seeking to make a better product at a lower price.   If they do not do 

the same they are out of the game.  Periodically large numbers of entrepreneurs are all 

driven out of the game at once in crises, recessions, and depressions.   Schumpeter 

regarded these destructive troughs in the business cycle as a normal part of capitalism.   

On this point Schumpeter was surely historically right; whatever might be the happy 

equilibriums of the mathematical models of abstract economic theory.  In the process of 

creative destruction only the most innovative survive because only the innovators can 

compete.    The result of capitalist creative destruction has been an enormous growth in 

productivity never seen before in human history.   Schumpeter estimated it to average 

about 5% per year for several centuries.    

 

Humanity at this point cannot live without capitalism’s constant innovation and 

productivity growth.  It cannot live, for example, without the constant fall in the price and 

increase in the quality of solar panels, and similar falling prices and increasing quality of 

other green technologies.    Similarly, as advocates of capitalism like Ludwig von Mises 

and Fredrick von Hayek point out, pre-modern economies were economies for small 

populations.    The population of the earth could not possibly have grown to seven billion 
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without capitalism.    Population cannot possibly stay at seven billion, nor can it get even 

larger, while resources like petroleum are running out and new technologies based on 

other resources are being brought on line, without a dynamic private sector.  The private 

sector is driven by the rules of its game to constantly make better products and sell them 

at lower prices.  

 

 Notice that the point that capitalism has resulted in enormous productivity increases is 

consistent with the definition of it I have chosen:   Capitalism is investing money to make 

products in order to sell them for profit. 

 

I do not want to exaggerate.   Many of the most important innovations, like the Internet, 

were incubated for many years in the public sector.   Strains of wheat needed to keep the 

world food supply ahead of wheat rust were preserved for centuries in indigenous 

knowledge systems preserved by peasants in the third world.  Penicillin was discovered 

in a non-profit university.   Nevertheless, I cannot see a human transition to a socially and 

ecologically sustainable future without the alignment to the common good of a plurality 

of institutions with diverse logics that include the logic of a private for-profit sector. 

 

To explain why capitalism is nevertheless a disaster that will destroy humanity unless 

humanity learns to govern it better, I will rely on the concept of “systemic imperatives” 

set forth in her book Empire of Capital by Ellen Meiksins Wood.     The system in 

question is capitalism.   The imperatives are what the system commands.  For the 

individual firm investing money to make products in order to sell them for profit it is 

imperative, for example, to keep costs down.   If costs are not under control, there will be 

no profit.   

 

 Once again my point follows from my definition:  capitalism is production for profit; 

therefore where it is dominant it imposes on the rest of society the systemic imperative to 

do whatever it takes to create a business climate where investors are confident that if they 

invest they will make profits. 

 

Once capitalism becomes dominant, production only occurs if someone invests expecting 

a profit.   It is therefore imperative for society as a whole to maintain conditions under 

which investors expect profits.   The Grenoble School calls such a set of conditions a 

“regime of accumulation.” 

 

We already know from Marx, Keynes, Schumpeter and others that even when capitalism 

performs at its best, there is chronic unemployment and there are from time to time crises 

and recessions.  But I am not talking about unemployment and recession now; now I am 

talking about imperatives that command all the time, whether employment is high or low, 

whether the economy is booming or busting.  

 

By imperative I mean imperative.  The trade unions must obey.   The government must 

obey.   The elected politicians who supposedly have power to govern nations in reality 

have little power;  nor does anyone else have much power,  not even the owners of great 

wealth;  whoever you are  you must obey the rules that the system imposes.     Whatever 
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else happens, there must be conditions that give investors confidence that they will make 

profits.     

 

But there are exceptions   The systemic imperatives command insofar as the economy is 

capitalist.   To the extent that the economy is plural,  to the extent that people are planting 

their own gardens and eating the food they grow,  to the extent that the hospitals are non-

profit charitable foundations,  to the extent that houses are built by calling in the cousins 

and in-laws to spend their Saturdays as volunteer carpenters motivated by family ties, the 

system is circumvented and its systematic imperatives can be disobeyed with impunity. 

 

Let’s go back to ecology now that we understand Ellen Wood’s concept of “systemic 

imperative.”    Naïve ecologists do not understand the problem.   They say that people 

need to be educated to realize that the survival of mother earth as a habitable planet is 

more important than corporate profits.    They say we need to change our values to give 

saving the biosphere priority over materialism and greed.   They miss the point.  The 

point is that whatever else happens investors must make profits.   Whenever this 

imperative collides with ecology, as it often does, ecology loses.   My pessimism is not 

just gloomy talk.   It is awareness that the systemic imperatives of the dominant system 

are incompatible with a sustainable biosphere. 

 

With respect to social issues the problem is not one of finding an electoral majority in 

favour of a reasonable amount of redistribution of income and wealth from the rich to the 

poor.   The problem is that “populism” is incompatible with the systemic imperative to 

redistribute income and wealth from the poor to the rich.    

 

Back to ecology, most ecologists  I know are not so naïve.   When I talk to ecologists I  

find that most of them believe that the sheer scale of the changes needed to make the 

planet sustainable imply that there is no green future without a sea-change at the level of 

economics.   I hope I have made it clear too that I consider solving humanity’s ecological 

problems without solving its social problems to be a flat impossibility.   

 

What I am telling you is that the sea-change has to go back to 1488.   If social democracy 

means a mixed economy with strong labour unions, strong cooperatives, and a strong 

public sector, then any European can tell you they tried it and it did not work.  As my co-

author and I show in our book Dilemmas of Social Democracies social democracy faces 

unavoidable dilemmas as long as we remain with the Roman Law paradigm.    Green 

legislation and pink legislation are feasible only temporarily and only under exceptionally 

favourable conditions as long as the basic paradigm is Roman.    

 

A deeper change is needed.   We need in Hegel’s language an Aufhebung that does not 

annul capitalism, but rather includes and raises it to a higher level as part of a new 

synthesis;  you can call it democratic socialism standing on the shoulders of capitalism;   

we need a plural economy; we need universities that transform themselves by 

enlargement,  and thus contribute to transforming society by enlargement.  We need to 

infuse our neo-Roman global Gesellschaft  with ancient norms typical of the societies 

Durkheim called segmentées  --an expanded sense of kinship, an embedding of economic 
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relationships in social relationships, norms of reciprocity, norms of redistribution.   

Perhaps the French Enlightenment had something of the sort in mind when it called for 

fraternité, but as John Rawls has pointed out fraternity has tended to be a word without a 

program.   To make it real, my co-authors and I say, we need not just an inclusive norm 

(like “rights” or “entitlement” or “citizenship”) but a communitarian culture and a plural 

economy potent enough to cure a society from addiction to the dynamic of capital 

accumulation. 

 

Do you get me?   I am saying that a plural economy repeals the systemic imperatives.    

With a plural economy Society can say to Capital:  “Listen Capital, this is Society 

talking.   We have many fine investment opportunities in South Africa, where you can 

make good profits and then devote those profits to socially responsible uses, like funding 

pensions for example.   We want you to come to South Africa, or stay here if you  are 

already here, and run efficient businesses,  innovate, deliver quality goods and services at 

affordable prices,  respect labour unions,  pay taxes,  collaborate with stakeholders,  

develop green technologies, contribute  to saving the environment,  create jobs, and be 

good citizens of the communities where you operate.  That is a plural Society’s offer to 

Capital.   Since at this point in history there are oceans of capital sloshing around the 

globe looking for good investment opportunities,  it is quite likely that if some investors 

do not accept such an offer, others will.   Perhaps it should be noted that here I am 

implicitly taking back my agreement with Wallerstein that the only object of study today 

is the global economy, not the national economy –but I am not taking it back because 

Wallerstein’s assertion is an inaccurate description of what is, but rather because the way 

things are is not the way things have to be.   An intelligent partial “decoupling” from 

global dynamics is possible. 

 

To those investors who want cheap labour and find South African labour  not cheap 

enough, its taxes not low enough,  its environmental laws  not lax enough,   a  Society 

with a plural  economy can say  forget it, farewell, and good bye.  It can say we have the 

leverage we need to get the best of capitalism, and we have the self-reliance we need to 

reject the worst of it.    We can negotiate with Capital to get what we want because there 

are other sectors in our economy that can take up the slack when private Capital leaves or 

chooses not to come.   Other sectors also create employment; more than one logic 

organizes the production of goods and services.    The inclusion of all is achieved by 

unbounded organization, by an enlargement of logics, by a sum of diversities.   The 

inclusion of all produces a resilient economy that can bounce back and continue to 

function when global capital chooses to take its money elsewhere. 

 

Do you understand what I am suggesting for the university?   I think what I am 

suggesting is within what Lev Vygotsky would call a zone of proximal development, 

because universities are already interested in jobs for their graduates, and already think of 

themselves as contributing to economic development.   I want to believe too that there is 

still some life in the old Platonic and Socratic ideals that call on a university to be a 

centre of free and independent criticism and inquiry that keeps alive the great 

conversations about truth and justice and ultimate reality.   What I am suggesting is that 

the university transform itself by seeing the basic constitutive rules of modernity in a 
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broad perspective, a perspective that includes the whole cultural evolution of humanity in 

ecological context.     Cultural pluralism at an intellectual level paves the way for 

reviving sisterhood and brotherhood, ubuntu,   as part of a necessary moral and 

intellectual reform.    Social democracy will not work –as Europe has shown us—if it is 

mainly an ultra-modern project of more bureaucracy and less market.    As a practical 

matter we have a long way to go because today the economy is still dominated by 

ungovernable capitalism.   As a practical matter capitalism will not become governable 

until other sectors have grown to be strong enough to provide the employment, the goods, 

and the services, that capitalism does not supply when it is constrained by standards of 

social responsibility. 

 

To survive as a species we need both a culture shift and a power shift.  We need a culture 

shift reviving the ancient ideal that we are all one family living in one home, and that we 

take care of each other and of our environment.   We need a power shift changing the 

rules of the game so that a private business can only stay in business if it is socially and 

ecologically responsible.   We need a power shift so that some combination of 

democracy, rationality, and ethics will have the power to govern capital. 

 

I am sounding as though I know the answers to the questions I pose, but really I don’t.   I 

go over my reasoning again and again and I cannot find any mistakes.   It is clear to me 

that my ideas are important if true.   It is clear to me that they are true.  But I am haunted 

by the fear that I have made a mistake somewhere.   I am haunted by the thought that 

somewhere in what I am telling you I take some premise to be true that is in fact false.  

Maybe the ideas I rely on like “constitutive rules” and “the logic of capital accumulation” 

are muddled concepts that only seem clear and important to me because I have not 

rigorously analyzed them.   Maybe my pessimism is just a personality trait, not an 

awareness of reality as it is.    Maybe contrary to my belief it is perfectly possible to 

switch to green technologies and save the biosphere simply by changing our values and 

by understanding the facts discovered by our colleagues in the natural sciences, without 

changing our economic system.   Maybe responsible capitalism in a pluralistic social 

democracy that revives the old ideals of kinship is impossible;  maybe capitalism must 

either be accepted or rejected,  either allowed to run the world or eliminated root and 

branch.   Maybe as Michel Foucault once observed our greatest problem is lack of 

imagination.   Maybe lack of imagination is a chronic, incurable, and terminal disease; 

maybe lack of imagination inevitably will add homo sapiens to the long list of extinct 

species and the planet earth to the long list of heavenly bodies spinning in space that have 

weight and mass but do not have life. 

 

Obviously we could spend another hour, or day, or week talking about capitalism, but I 

want to move on now to give an example of a move toward a plural economy that is 

already happening 

 

A plural economy that can empower society to form constructive partnerships with 

private capital negotiating from a position of strength is now being built in South Africa 

in many ways.   It is being built wherever the work of the world is getting done without 

relying on private investors seeking profits putting up the capital necessary to get that 
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work done.     It is being built whenever the neighbourhood handyman comes to fix your 

TV set,  or whenever you take clothes to be mended to the neighbourhood seamstress, 

whenever public money rather than private money funds a long term scheme for 

hydroelectric power,   whenever you buy your auto insurance from a mutual insurance 

cooperative,  and whenever you take a  ride with a taxi driver who owns his own means 

of production, namely his taxi.    I will now describe in particular one recent plural 

economy initiative among thousands, namely the Community Works Programme, CWP. 

 

My understanding is that Cabinet decided in January of 2009 to bring CWP to one 

million of the chronically unemployed, and that so far it is reaching about 300,000.   

These numbers in themselves should ring a bell for universities who want their graduates 

to find employment. There is employment to be found working for programmes like 

CWP. 

 

  Some of the key ideas behind CWP were articulated by Kate Philip.  Kate has served as 

an adviser to the presidency of South Africa.   She teaches part of the year at the United 

Nations ILO in Geneva.   She recounts that CWP is not the first public programme 

providing employment for the unemployed.    But it is a programme with a difference.  I 

quote her:  “CWP is an area-based programme intended to be ongoing.  This allows it to 

target the poorest areas, areas where market-based jobs are unlikely to come any time 

soon.” 

 

 The previous programmes were conceived as bridge programmes.    They provided 

temporary jobs designed to be employment experience for people with none.    They were 

meant to be stepping-stones to employment in the private sector.   It was assumed that 

investment would expand and create jobs for everyone, as is normally supposed to 

happen according to neoliberal orthodoxy.  The government thought of itself as providing 

temporary relief until normality returned. 

 

Then at some point in the year 2008 the government of South Africa woke up to reality.   

Full employment is not normal.   In history it has rarely happened and when it has 

happened it has not lasted long.    The hitch economists are right and the hitchless 

economists are wrong.   CWP is designed as a new programme that provides permanent 

work for two days a week.   Hopefully the beneficiaries will get more work; hopefully 

they will get full time work and quit CWP.    But at least they have a floor to stand on, a 

basic small income.  They have a basic opportunity to serve society by doing useful 

community service. 

 

CWP understands John Maynard Keynes fundamental point that there is a chronic 

weakness of effective demand.  It understands my and my co-author’s basic point that we 

have to go back before 1488 and think in terms of reciprocity and redistribution.   The 

workers in CWP do not sell anything.  They do not work for employers who sell products 

they make. 

 

They do work.   They build fences to protect food crops from grazing animals.   They 

care for orphans and vulnerable children.   They build sporting facilities for youth.   They 
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maintain roads.    They plant community gardens and shade trees.   They work as their 

ancestors worked providing useful services for their sisters and brothers.   Local ward 

committees and local development for set priorities deciding what tasks most need to be 

performed when CWP labour-power is made available to the local community. 

 

Where does the money come to pay them for working?    It comes from the government 

of South Africa.   For some related programmes, such as the Organization Workshops 

that here in South Africa are teaching organizing skills to the unemployed,  and such as 

Soul City social television that promotes local community self-reliance,  there is also 

funding from British Petroleum and other corporate social responsibility donors and from 

international development assistance.   

 

I have not really answered the question where the money for CWP comes from.   Given 

that it comes from the government, where does the government get the money? 

 

I do not know where the South African government gets its money.   I intend to look into 

the matter and find out.  Since I do not yet know the facts, I will give you a theoretical 

answer.   I will give you not a complete theory of taxation, but a partial theory advocating 

the taxing of dysfunctional profit and economic rent.   

 

One of the causes of the downfall of social democracy in Europe was that high taxes 

drove business away.  Current neoliberal orthodoxy solves this problem with the Value 

Added Tax falling on consumers.  Since it is a tax on consumption it is supposed to be 

investment-neutral.   My co-authors and I favour a different solution.  Fund community 

service in a plural economy with taxes on dysfunctional profits and economic rents. 

 

A dysfunctional profit is one that is not needed for motivation.   A social function of 

profit is to reward investment and entrepreneurship by providing incentives.   But 

sometimes the incentive is redundant.   For example, if the working capital needed to run 

a platinum mine can be raised at 12%, if the investors are raking in profits of 37%, then 

25% is dysfunctional profit.   

 

The concept of economic rent is similar.   It is defined as income that does not change 

behaviour.   If a professional rugby player would play just as well for a million rand, but 

due to the sale of television rights to sporting events he gets two million rand, then one 

million is economic rent. 

 

The idea of economic rent goes back to David Ricardo in 1817.   He claimed that the 

landlords who own the best land collect rent without doing any work, simply because 

they are owners.  The amount of rent is determined by the difference between what their 

land produces and what the worst land being cultivated produces.   If higher demand for 

food causes the cultivation marginal land that then yields a thousand pounds of revenue a 

year, which is just enough to pay the farmer and his workers for their toil and no more, 

then that marginal land yields no rent.  Meanwhile, excellent land that yields revenue of 

three thousand a year with the same toil and trouble by the farmer and his workers will 

pay the landlord two thousand a year.   The happy landlord does nothing and pockets the 
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extra money, while the farmer and the workers make the same thousand pounds they 

would make on the worst land. 

 

The basic idea really goes back to Adam Smith in 1776.   Smith asked the question how 

much rent landlords will collect on their land.   His answer was that they will collect as 

much as they can.    They will leave the farmer just as much as is necessary to keep the 

farmer from quitting.   The rest goes to the owner.   If the owner is the nation, it would 

follow that the rest goes to the nation.   We can hope that a 21st century nation playing 

the role of landlord would be more generous to farmers and workers than Smith’s  18th 

century landlords were,  but would still raise substantial sums for the public purse. 

 

Now if we go back before 1488 and make it a principle that whoever may now hold legal 

title to land or to any other asset,  in principle and in the last analysis what we now call 

dysfunctional  profits and economic rents belong to the tribe,  we have the answer how to 

pay for the Community Works Programme.   The ultimate owner, Society, siphons off 

income that is redundant as an incentive to produce socially useful production.  The 

siphoning is not necessarily done by taxation;  it can also be done, for example, by direct 

public ownership of natural resources, or, for another example, by the endowment of 

charitable, cultural, and educational foundations so that charity, art, and education get the 

dysfunctional profits and the economic rents.   

 

In a plural economy employment does not require paying customers; it does not require 

enough effective demand to sell all the products that would be made by full employment.    

Since John Maynard Keynes told us that a chronic weakness of effective demand is a 

chronic drag on employment, and since the evidence has proved Keynes right, we breathe 

a sigh of relief.   

 

  In principle we now know how to fund any programme that builds full employment by 

organizing community service.   We know how to repeal systemic imperatives and 

therefore we know how to make the preservation of the biosphere possible. 

 

I   will close by referring to the book The Idea of a University by John Henry Cardinal 

Newman.  The book is a series of lectures given on the occasion of the founding of the 

University of Dublin.  Newman’s main point is that a university is a place where scholars 

from different specialties enjoy institutional support for coming together to discuss 

important ideas.  It is a point which speaks to my condition.   It is perfectly clear to me 

that humanity is on a collision course with ecological and social reality.   It is perfectly 

clear to me that the mainspring that drives human action at this point in history is 

investment for profit.  I wish it were not true, but I believe it is true, that the mainspring 

of the global economy is incompatible with species and biosphere survival.    It is 

perfectly clear to me that the solution to this problem is a plural economy which 

preserves the productivity gains and innovative magic of capitalism as part of a plurality 

of logics which add up to dignity and livelihood for all.  It is clear to me that whether 

humanity can become a sustainable species depends on harnessing capitalism to the 

common good and making it governable.    We need a socio-economic system that 
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rationality and ethics can govern.  It is perfectly clear to me that we can only get such a 

system if we are willing to reconsider modernity and learn from ancient wisdom. 

 

All of this is perfectly clear to me, but I am just one person.  I am just one voice.  It is 

quite likely that some of the ideas that for me are almost self-evidently true are in fact not 

true.   I need a university, or ideally more than one university, in Cardinal Newman’s 

sense of the idea of a university.   That is my plea.  Once again, I appreciate the 

opportunity to share ideas with you.    It has been a pleasure to talk to you, it will be a 

pleasure to hear your responses, and if you invite me back it will be pleasure to come 

back again. 

 


